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Species Unresolved:

Candidate Species: Nazca Booby, Masked Booby
Of the two possibilities, I believe the evidence leans toward Nazca. The bill color is still blue-gray, and therefore not
useful in separating the two species. There is a white collar of sorts, but it is speckled with brown feathering. It is
difficult to know how it might appear in flight. The white collar of a Masked Booby should be broad, sharply
demarcated, and lacking brownish mottling. There retrices are white at the base, something that should be lacking
in Masked Booby. That said, I do not think there is enough to go on to definitively rule either species in or out.
Hopefully a DNA analysis will be done on the preserved specimen to determine which species this was.
Candidate Species: Masked Booby, Nazca Booby
It has the white hind collar of a Masked. But as the information states, both species at this age can show plumages
of the other species. If they are doing a DNA test, we might as well mark as species not determined until more info
is available.
Masked or Nazca Booby
I think it would be prudent to record this as species unresolved until the DNA analysis on this bird is returned.
Though the bill looks pretty good for juvenile or immature Masked Booby, there is enough variation in juvenile bill
color that I don't think this is definitive and would not rule out a juvenile Nazca Booby in the first 6 months or so of
its life. And that assumes the bird is in juvenile plumage rather than second basic. If this is a second basic bird, the
evidence becomes pretty strong that this is a Masked given the complete lack of any orange coloration on the bill
(at least to my eye). I would change my vote if someone provides strong evidence that this bird is in its second year
of life. Otherwise, I think it's best to wait for definitive evidence.
Candidate Species: Masked Booby, Nazca Booby
I agree with Craig Miller that this bird is either an immature Masked Booby or an immature Nazca Booby and that
there is no easy way to be certain of this bird's identification at this point simply from the photos we have of the
bird. The bird shows relatively little contrast between the coloration of the head and the back, suggesting that the
bird is probably a Masked Booby. It seems reasonable to move it to the species unresolved category until we have
DNA evidence one way or the other. For one source on the identification of immature Masked and Nazca Boobies
see http://creagrus.home.montereybay.com/booby_mtybay.html.
Candidate Species: Masked Booby/Nazca Booby
I agree that the photos are inconclusive; pending a DNA analysis, I seems best to move this record into the species
unresolved category.
Candidate Species: Masked Booby, Nazca Booby
Not understanding Craig's comment about "a species that doesn't exist", but I am in agreement that we should
await DNA analysis before assuming this is a Masked Booby.

Accepted, verified
Based on the criteria in Pyle 2020, I accept this as a Masked Booby.

Masked Booby. I think this is a Masked booby and not a Nazca for the following reasons: it Has a white neck band,
missing or not as pronounced in Nazca: bill is greenish yellow and not pinky orange, underwing is mostly white,
which would be darker in immature Nazca.
The bill is an even gray-green color, very dull. It has no orange, pink, or yellow tones as in Nazca, which in particular
would show a brighter tip to the bill compared to the base. The central retrices seem mostly brown, whereas
Nazca usually but not always has more white there, but this is hard to see from the photos and isn't completely
conclusive.
The recent paper by Peter Pyle analyzing Masked and Nazca Booby records from California and proposing means of
distinguishing immature birds can be found here: https://www.westernfieldornithologists.org/archive/V51/51(2)p129-p149.pdf. From my reading of the paper, I think it most likely that our bird is in fact a Masked Booby. Pyle
essentially found that bill color was by far the best field mark, and to my eye our bird has greenish and blueish
tones to the duskiness near the base, and no hint of orange or goldenness to the dull horn/yellow of the distal
portion of the bill. This appears consistent across the three sets of photos from different people, and thus is
probably not a result of some photographic artefact. The central retrices show a degree of white that I think would
rate as a 2, or possibly a 3, on Pyle's scale of 1-5 (OK for either species). The white nape collar is very distinct, which
suggests (but does not prove) Masked. So, based on what we can see in the materials we have before us, I would
venture that there is no real suggestion at all that this was a Nazca Booby, and that the bird appears to fall solidly
within the Masked Booby camp.
... Admittedly, though, there are caveats, including:
(1) Despite the excellent presentation by Paulson and others, and the number of photos, what we can see of the
bill is not of the highest photographic quality.
(2) I am no expert in molt, and if there are those who feel they see Nazca-like colors in the bill, it may be useful to
determine the bird's exact age, based on molt, to the best of our ability.
(3) There is inter-individual variation in both species, and even Pyle calls his efforts "provisional," so it may be
difficult to EVER have 100% confidence in an identification of a vagrant young booby of these two species.
Because of those caveats, it may be a good idea to:
(1) continue to pursue a DNA analysis.
(2) have one of us freshly examine and photograph the specimen at the UPS collection.
(3) ask Peter Pyle if he'd be willing to take a look at the materials for this record (and all our other Masked/Nazca
Booby records, for that matter) and let us know his opinion, in the context of his recent study of 134 birds from
California. ...
Until & unless we pursue some mix of 1, 2, & 3, I guess I would be most comfortable with leaving this record
identified as Masked Booby, because that is what I think it is, but that I could also be OK with calling it "species
unresolved" if that is the preference of others.
After referencing the Pyle article and scanning through all the images multiple times, I feel confident in calling this
an immature Masked Booby. As Pyle mentions, the only diagnostic field mark at this age, at least as is currently
known to science, is the bill coloration. For me, the photos of the bird's bill, while it was still alive, have a subtle
olive-greenish wash to it, and are otherwise dull yellowish and grayish. From Pyle: "Among provisional Masked
Boobies, 82% of 17 birds in the first and second cycles (before completion of the first molt of primaries) showed
green in either the bill base or bill tip, whereas none of 47 provisional Nazca Boobies of these ages showed green
in the bill base or tip (Figures 4–6)". Furthermore, there are no orange nor pink hues present, in any capacity, nor
are there even brighter yellow hues near the tip of the bill. Therefore, I feel that the bill coloration on this
individual is consistent with that of an immature Masked Booby, and we can rather safely eliminate a similarly
aged Nazca Booby.

There is no reason to think this is a Nazca Booby. If I had a choice I would vote not to even review this record as
there has been nothing put forward as a reason to reconsider.

MABO-2006-03 (Masked Booby)
2nd Round vote (reconsideration) — September 16, 2020
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ACCEPTED, verified

I have one thing to add. Jay and Nick both were uncertain of the bird's age. The photos of the spread wing
show that primary molt has just started: primary 1 has been replaced but the new feather has not quite
reached full length, and primary 2 is missing. Based on Pyle, this should work out to an age of 9-12
months.
The bill is an even gray-green color, very dull. It has no orange, pink, or yellow tones as in Nazca, which in
particular would show a brighter tip to the bill compared to the base. The central retrices seem mostly
brown, whereas Nazca usually but not always has more white there, but this is hard to see from the
photos and isn't completely conclusive. Bill color alone should be sufficient to ID this as Masked, though,
using the criteria from Pyle 2020. In the first round of this reconsideration, three OBRC members voted to
accept this as unspecific Masked/Nazca, saying that we should wait until we get back DNA results. I
believe otherwise. Normally we won't get back DNA results, and this is a rare opportunity to evaluate a
well-photographed Masked-type booby based on appearance, and then be able to corroborate (or maybe
not, we'll see!) our identification criteria after-the-fact using the DNA results.
Nothing to add from my 1st round comments.
I continue to feel confident enough in the analysis of this individual’s bill coloration and other subtle
identifications, to arrive at an ID of immature Masked Booby. I understand the other member’s cautions,
but personally am not seeing enough to seriously consider that an ID of immature Nazca Booby is a better
fit. If an eventual DNA analysis proves otherwise, it seems as though it would be easily remedied at some
point in the future.
I am making, starting today, an additional followup attempt to facilitate genetic testing of samples from
this bird -- so if all goes well, we will eventually be able to get some DNA results at some point. Assuming
the Committee agrees, I will also request an outside opinion from Peter Pyle, as suggested in my firstround comments. Until we have those two sources of feedback in hand (and/or an in-person visit to the
specimen, if necessary), I think I'm most comfortable with where I settled last time: Leaving this bird
where it was, in what I think is the "most-likely" bucket, but also remaining open to changing it to species
unresolved if there seems strong reason for doing so. Since first-round, Wayne sent us comments about
molt and age, and if I'm inferring correctly, I think those would either slightly support Masked, or at least
not push us toward Nazca, but I'll wait to read the thoughts from Wayne and others. For now, though, for
the record, I'll just repost my first-round comments, as follows:
"The recent paper by Peter Pyle analyzing Masked and Nazca Booby records from California and
proposing means of distinguishing immature birds can be found here:
https://www.westernfieldornithologists.org/archive/V51/51(2)-p129-p149.pdf. From my reading of the
paper, I think it most likely that our bird is in fact a Masked Booby. Pyle essentially found that bill color
was by far the best field mark, and to my eye our bird has greenish and blueish tones to the duskiness
near the base, and no hint of orange or goldenness to the dull horn/yellow of the distal portion of the bill.
This appears consistent across the three sets of photos from different people, and thus is probably not a
result of some photographic artefact. The central retrices show a degree of white that I think would rate
as a 2, or possibly a 3, on Pyle's scale of 1-5 (OK for either species). The white nape collar is very distinct,

which suggests (but does not prove) Masked. So, based on what we can see in the materials we have
before us, I would venture that there is no real suggestion at all that this was a Nazca Booby, and that the
bird appears to fall solidly within the Masked Booby camp. ...
Admittedly, though, there are caveats, including:
(1) Despite the excellent presentation by Paulson and others, and the number of photos, what we can see
of the bill is not of the highest photographic quality.
(2) I am no expert in molt, and if there are those who feel they see Nazca-like colors in the bill, it may be
useful to determine the bird's exact age, based on molt, to the best of our ability.
(3) There is inter-individual variation in both species, and even Pyle calls his efforts "provisional," so it may
be difficult to EVER have 100% confidence in an identification of a vagrant young booby of these two
species. Because of those caveats, it may be a good idea to:
(1) continue to pursue a DNA analysis.
(2) have one of us freshly examine and photograph the specimen at the UPS collection.
(3) ask Peter Pyle if he'd be willing to take a look at the materials for this record (and all our other
Masked/Nazca Booby records, for that matter) and let us know his opinion, in the context of his recent
study of 134 birds from California. ... Until & unless we pursue some mix of 1, 2, & 3, I guess I would be
most comfortable with leaving this record identified as Masked Booby, because that is what I think it is,
but that I could also be OK with calling it "species unresolved" if that is the preference of others."
I can only see blue-green on the bill, not yellowish/orange tones like on Nazca. I believe that is diagnostic.
In my experience, when at sea with both species, that was the clearest way of distinguishing the two
species. That Nazca's now occur on the west coast of the US with greater frequency than Masked is
irrelevant. There is a good chance that it rode a ship from who knows where to get to Portland anyway.
There is no reason to think this is other than a Masked Booby.

SPECIES UNRESOLVED

Candidate species: Nazca Booby Masked Booby
I appreciate the excellent discussion by the Members, and the article by Pyle. I now agree that given the
bill coloration, the record weighs in favor of Masked Booby. However, given the current evidence, I don't
believe Nazca Booby can be definitively ruled out until a DNA analysis can be run. The reason I requested
the reconsideration is because Nazca Booby was not given a hard look by the Committee when it was
considered the first time. I'd like to replace the last sentence in my request for consideration to: "In the
meantime, OBRC will not need to be concerned about the possibility of a mistaken species on the Oregon
Checklist."
Candidate species: Nazca or Masked
Nazca or Masked. Not enough is known about this age class.
Candidate species: Masked/Nazca Booby.
While I think this is likely a Masked Booby, I'm still not sure a Nazca Booby can be ruled out based on the
bill coloration if this bird is a juvenile. The bird's bill appears to be grayish at the base grading to a dull
yellow at the tip. Pyle states that 82% of juvenile Nazca Boobies he analyzed showed an orange or goldenyellow tip, which I wouldn't describe this bird as having. But this statement begs the question of what the
other 18% showed. Perhaps the other 18% looked like this bird? If someone can convince me this bird is
not a juvenile, I would be comfortable calling this a Masked, but if not, I vote to leave as species
unresolved and wait for the DNA analysis.
Species Unresolved. Candidate species: Masked Booby, Nazca Booby
I agree with those who voted "species unresolved" in the first round of voting. Separating immature
Masked Boobies from immature Nazca Boobies is challenging and I don't think that the coloration of the

bill and the plumage of the bird in question is distinct enough to be certain of its identification. We need
confirmation of the identification of this specimen by DNA testing.
Species Unresolved. Candidate species: Masked/Nazca Booby
While some evidence seems to point toward Masked Booby, I am still not convinced that the photos
entirely rule out a juv. Nasca Booby. It would be great to get DNA results to solve this one.

MABO-2006-03
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Committee agreed to accept this as Species Unresolved, with the two candidate species being Masked Booby and
Nazca Booby.

